Forrest Primary School

Newsletter Week 8 Term 3 2022
Mission Statement
Forrest Primary School helps all of our students reach their full potential in a safe,
loving, inspiring and challenging learning environment.
We strive to develop confident, compassionate, responsible children who are lifelong
learners and can make the world a better place.
Our community is culturally diverse and we value and celebrate the perspectives,
knowledge, skills and abilities all bring to our school.
EXECUTIVE ADDRESS
Dear Parents, Carers and Community Members,
A ‘Berry’ Big Farewell
On Thursday 1 September we farewelled Ms Renee
Berry, who has been appointed to the position of
Principal at Curtin Primary School. Students at
Forrest made Ms Berry paper flowers which she
collected with a big smile. Ms Berry was sad to say
goodbye to the Forrest community but is excited for
the next chapter of her career.
Kindergarten and Year 1 Tours
Thank you to all parents who came along to our Kindergarten and Year 1 Tours on Wednesday and Thursday night of last week. It was absolutely wonderful to see your smiling faces
and share with you the journey your children have been on in 2022.
Car Park Update
The work on the National Circuit carpark began on Friday 26 August with a worker’s fence
being erected. The worker’s area has been made safe and secure. Children have been
moved to play on the other side of the playground. Work on the front carpark is expected
to begin in the Term 3 holidays. Temporary traffic arrangements will be put into place for
the first few weeks of Term 4, with a traffic controller managing drop-off and pick-up. (See
maps at the end of this newsletter).
EarlyACT – Order of Australia Children’s Group Award
On Thursday 25 August, the Forrest EarlyACT team were awarded the Order of Australia
Children’s Group Award ACT Chapter at a very exciting ceremony at the Royal Canberra Golf
Club. The EarlyACT group were represented by some of the committee, Maddie, Sam, Bryan
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and Noga, on the night. Sam gave an inspiring speech about how EarlyACT is working to make the world a better
place by children contributing. He made the point that although each person may give a little, together that’s a lot.
The entire EarlyACT team received awards at the EarlyACT assembly on Thursday 8 September.
Guest Performer—Lucas Proudfoot
On Tuesday 30 August, students watched an exciting Book Week / NAIDOC Performance from Lucas Proudfoot,
Bundjalung and South Sea islander Indigenous performer, storyteller and musician. Lucas captured the audience's
attention while playing guitar, didgeridoo and stomp box. He used his fast wit and cheeky humour to make everyone laugh. Lucas has even been a special guest of ABC Play School! Thank you Lucas for sharing positive aspects of
music, culture and story with us all.
ACT Champion
Olivia in 4R represented the ACT in the Australian Schools
Cross Country Championships in Adelaide recently. It was a
tough and muddy course and Olivia put in her all! She was
placed 2nd fastest runner in the ACT and 21st overall nationally in under 10 girls. Congratulations Olivia! You are a star, and
we look forward to seeing your successes in the future.
Year 5 Science Fair
On Monday 5 September, Year 5 students hosted a Science
Fair for the whole school. The first step in participating in a
science fair was to come up with an idea. Students had the
opportunity to choose a topic they were curious about, plan
an experiment that would help to answer their questions, and
conduct the experiment. This fostered their creativity and
problem-solving skills. It also encouraged them to question
how things work and made them aware of scientific principles
all around us. Once the students planned their science experiment, they needed to manage their project. Students needed
to use time management skills, acquire the materials needed, conduct the
experiment, and meet deadlines. Students also worked with our itinerant
STEM expert, Mr Dan Heap, to compile data, analyse it, and create comparisons of the findings. Reflection was key as they had an opportunity to
think about what they would do differently, what they had learned, and
why. The Science Fair was a wonderful opportunity for students to develop life long problem-solving skills and successfully manage a science project while communicating their new knowledge to the rest of the school.
Thank you to the Year 5 teachers for facilitating this experience!
Student Reports—Semester 2 2022
ACT public schools have commenced preparing student reports for Semester 2 2022. The Education Directorate has
again made the decision that student academic reports will be provided with an overall A-E grade, and an assessment of achievement standard statements on a 5-point scale. Reports will not include detailed teacher comments.
This strategy supports schools to prioritise teaching and learning as we continue to manage workload pressures
due to COVID-19 and other illness. Our teachers will continue communicating directly with families about student
learning and you are encouraged to speak with your child’s teacher if you have any questions about their progress.
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Swimming and Water Safety Programme
We have received the regretful news from Royal Life Saving ACT that our planned Swimming and Water Safety program scheduled to commence in November has been cancelled. Royal Life Saving ACT, along with many other Swim
Schools across Canberra, are experiencing a severe lack of qualified Swim Teachers. This is due to the industry-wide
effects of the COVID pandemic and its lasting impacts, and the current COVID situation here in the ACT. A safe program would not be possible for our students without sufficient staff, and this was Royal Life Saving’s key concern.
Royal Life Saving ACT have undertaken to liaise with our staff in the very near future to discuss our future program
options, and we will communicate these to you as soon as we have the appropriate information. Should you have
any feedback, suggestions or input, or other queries in the meantime, please visit programs@royalact.com.au
We understand this decision may be frustrating for families and Royal Life Saving ACT has expressed their sincere
apologies for this. We have their assurance that this significant decision was made with the knowledge that they
had explored every other possible opportunity for managing such a full program calendar this year. Thank you for
your understanding.
Passing of Her Majesty the Queen
We at Forrest Primary School are saddened by the passing of Her Majesty the Queen. She leaves behind an extraordinary legacy and the most fantastic example of duty and service. In 1988, Forrest students had the privilege of
meeting the Queen at the new Parliament House opening!
With thanks for your continued support,
Chris Pilgrim, Hayley Singh, Jemma O’Brien,
Nicole Richardson, Sarah Bauer & Sonya Campbell
Executive Team
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LITERACY CHAMPIONS
THE SCIENCE FAIR: A WONDERFUL EXAMPLE OF
TRANSDISCIPLINARY LEARNING AND CONCEPTUAL THINKING
This week the Year 5 students celebrated their love of science through creative displays and investigations at the
Science Fair. While the Science Fair itself was driven in large part by the Year 5 science outcomes, it crossed over
into building specific research and writing skills as well. This involved engaging with a new way of writing to show
off thinking, hypothesising, predicting, and reflecting abilities, all in a cohesive, succinct, well-researched presentation.
Students learned to develop a hypothesis, formulating it in a “I think… because…” statement by becoming experts
in their chosen areas. Examples of great hypotheses include: “I think that my dog will go to the yellow sheet of paper because it’s the brightest colour that dogs can see”; I think that the coke will explode more because it has more
carbon dioxide molecules”; “I think that the grapes will become plasma in the microwave because microwaves are
trapped and when the grapes touch, they create a electromagnetic field, making plasma.”
Students also conducted research and put those findings into a conclusion/results section, where they had to summarise their findings and tell us what happened. Were they successful? Would they change anything about the experiment? How have scientific developments impacted people? In response to some of these questions, Year 5 students have written:
“I chose matter as my topic to investigate. I chose matter because I was interested in how states of matter change. I
was also interested in how different substances melt and freeze at different temperatures. Matter also is what our
universe is made of. It tells us about the different types of matter all around us.”
“I chose animal adaptations. I did an experiment to see how temperature could affect my cat’s behaviour. I chose
this because my original idea didn’t work out and I wanted to do something involving animals because I love animals! Even though it didn’t work out and my hypothesis was not correct, I learned a lot of how difficult it can be to
run an experiment!”
“Scientific developments have affected people’s lives by helping the world be a better place and saving lives. Also
by helping people understand how the world works and many more things, such as making medicine, finding cures,
making electricity and creating more things.”
“Science is collaborative. It is collaborative because teamwork is always better than working by yourself. I think that
teamwork and collaboration are useful, especially in the field of science.”
We are proud of all the work conducted and the scientific writing that took place this term! We hope to see many
future articles published in scientific journals by this talented group of writers and researchers!
Please enjoy the photos on the following page.
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EARLYACT
The Earlyact assembly was very important to us because we could see the results of all our hard
work. We had many invited guests in attendance including Greg Terrell, the Director of School Improvement, Order of Australia ACT Branch members, Rotarians from the Rotary Club of Canberra
Weston Creek and our parents.
We are so proud of how the assembly turned out after working hard and using our break time to
work on our projects. We all wore our Earlyact badges with pride. After the assembly we were so
satisfied and joyful and we enjoyed a delicious morning tea with our invited guests!
Band people presented awesome music for us and many members of the Earlyact Club presented
their speeches to talk about their future plans and what they have done so far. The dignitaries
from Rotary Canberra were there to also speak about our partnership.
The Order of Australia ACT Branch members presented the Earlyact Club members with their own
scrolls to commemorate their Group Citizenship Award. It was a huge honour to receive these in
front of our guests!
Earlyact members are so excited for the
next Big Action week which will be held
in Week 10. We are busy working on
our projects for the Big Action Week
with more information to come next
week.
Thank you to everyone for
supporting us and coming to
celebrate our award.
by Parnian, Ana Clara &
Melissa
Earlyact Club members
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CULTURE CLUB
The Culture Club students enjoyed a yarn over a snack with Lucas
Proudfoot after the performance and showed him around
Winangaay, our lovely Indigenous Garden. He was very pleased the
children are championing the cause of caring for country following
the proud tradition of the Ngunnawal people.
We are excited to say Culture Club’s lovely threatened species Corroboree Frog art piece which was displayed in the recent schools
Limelight Art Exhibition at M16 gallery has now been included in
the year long ACT Legislative Assembly Cabinet Exhibition.
With Ms O’Brien’s guidance, Culture Club students have been creating an art piece about the Murray Darling Basin of which our local
Molonglo River is part of the Murrumbidgee River catchment.

Mr Haddrill also provided
some grasses from the
family farm for the
children to plant this
week in Winangaay.
Here’s Amelia, Layla,
Georgie and Ebony
planting the grass.
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LIBRARY
BOOK WEEK
On Tuesday 30 August, students enjoyed the
performance for Book Week and NAIDOC
Week with Lucas Proudfoot, Bundjalung
man, author, storyteller and musician (with
many other talents!). The magpie visit provided amusement too and Lucas managed to
tie it in with his story connecting his family to
country.
CHIEF MINISTER’S READING CHALLENGE
Thank you to all the students who participated in the Chief Minister’s Reading Challenge
this year. We had 100% participation from
Preschool to Year 4 and some enthusiastic
Year 5 and 6 students also joined in. Certificates will be sent out in Term 4.
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EXTRA-CURRICULAR

When you’ve been working
towards something for several
months and then it gets cancelled,
it can be a little frustrating. That’s
what happened to students last
year in preparing for the Robocup
Tournament. However, Abi L,
Adrian, Julia, Naba and Zuzie (Year
6) persevered and continued working on their robot in the hope of
entering this year.

Last weekend was the moment of
truth and thankfully everything
went ahead, with our team the first
ever entry from Forrest Primary.
Entering a section of the competition, Rescue Maze, usually associated with high school students, it
was no surprise to find the team
up against teams from Years 9 and
10. The challenge is to code your
robot so that it can navigate a
‘disaster zone’ maze independently, whilst identifying and helping

potentially injured ‘victims’. Forrest
impressed entrants, organisers and
spectators with their engineering,
coding and problem solving prowess as teams continued to improve
their robots between rounds.
A satisfactory first round score
of 10 points and a whopping 45
points total in the third round
helped the team into a welldeserved second place.

Student reflections
Abigail — “The experience was truly fun and engaging. I was shocked to see where we had come from. We started off in a
classroom with a box of Lego and no experience. To go from there to second place against Year 9’s and 10’s was a surprise.
Adrian — “The tournament was a very fun and engaging experience that I think was a great day. The day was both challenging
and interesting with a lot of ups and downs. After the first round, we were feeling good about ourselves after we had received
10 points. As each new round passed, the pressure grew immensely and we were really starting to feel the heat. We had an
awesome comeback after the 3rd round and just managed to slip 2nd place after the 4th and final round. So overall, the day
was a fun, engaging and a challenging day that I think really was a great experience.”
Julia — “It was an amazing experience and a whole lot of fun. If I were to go back in time and tell my past self that we come
second among year nines and tens, I wouldn’t believe it. At the start it was really just a few kids in a classroom wanting to have
some fun, but I would never have dreamt that we’d end up here. We’ve worked for two years and over 500 hours to make this
happen.”
Naba — “It was fun and we had a great time. It was really fun to compete with the Year 9’s and 10's. They all had cool robots
and some worked really well. The amount of time we all spent on the robot (especially Adrian) was really worth it. We were
really happy that we came in second place.”
Zuzanna — “It was great to get a whopping 2nd place among Year 9’s and 10’s.”
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P&C
EDUCATION AND CARE AWARD NOMINATIONS
We are so pleased to announce that the amazing team at Forrest Out Of School Hours Care (FOOSHC) and our extraordinary Director, Ali, have each been nominated as finalists for an Early Childhood Australia National Education
and Care Award.
We are so proud as a community to manage and support such an innovative play-based program like FOOSHC.
The care and education FOOSHC provide to our children is of the highest quality and their innovative pedagogical
practice continues to meet the many diverse needs of children in their care. They continue to be dynamic leaders in
their field, and we are thrilled they have been acknowledged for these achievements.
Thank you FOOSHC. You are truly amazing!
Please feel free to congratulate them on being a finalist in these prestigious awards. Winners will be announced at
the Education and Care Awards Gala Dinner on Friday 30 September 2022.
The Forrest Primary School P&C Committee

AFTER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
The Forrest P&C is currently exploring the feasibility of recommencing after school activities in 2023.
The review will consider the cost, availability of suitable spaces, potential providers and safety considerations.
A community survey will be conducted to determine the interest of families. More details will be provided soon,
but if you are interested in assisting, please contact Perdi at perdi_m@hotmail.com.
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COMMUNITY NOTICES

THIS IS A NOT-FOR-PROFIT ORGANISATION
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CONTACTS

Front Office:

6142 1470

Enrolments:

6142 1476

Deakin Preschool:

6142 2853

Email address:

forrestps@ed.act.edu.au

Website:

www.forrestps.act.edu.au

Principals:

Chris Pilgrim, christine.pilgrim@ed.act.edu.au

Deputy Principals:

Hayley Singh, hayley.singh@ed.act.edu.au
Jemma O’Brien, jemma.o’brien@ed.act.edu.au

Business Manager:

Sonya Campbell, sonya.campbell@ed.act.edu.au

Board Chair:

Rob Nicol, fpsboardchair@gmail.com

P&C President:

Teresa Gorondi, president@forrestpandc.com.au

P&C Website:

www.forrestpandc.com.au

Forrest Out Of
School Hours Care:

6295 8985, info@fooshc.org.au

Uniform Shop:

uniforms@forrestpandc.com.au

Canteen:

canteen@forrestpandc.com.au
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